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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Ambos_Nogales


 Nogales located at the intersection the CANAMEX Highway, 
connecting Canada, the United States, and Mexico. 
 

 Nogales also is the beginning of the Sun Corridor, an economically 
important trade region stretching from Nogales to Prescott, AZ, 
including the Tucson and Phoenix metropolitan areas.   







  Income of a average citizen in Nogales Sonora is 
1/3 of average citizen in  Nogales Arizona. 
 

  Most adults do not have a high school diploma.  
 

  Many teenagers are not in school 
 

  High rates of  infant mortality. 
 

  Crime is high ( Feb 2014 Discovery of the         
    largest  marijuana tunnel in Nogales Sonora) 
 

  Opening a business is expensive (Greasing   
    palms required to move the process along). 
 

  Citizens live with corruption and ineptitude  
     every day. 
 

Why? 









The Virginia Company  - “ If the indigenous people could not be 
exploited perhaps the colonist could. 
 The new model for settlement was as follows; 
1. The Virginia Company owned all the land. 
2. Men lived in barracks and worked for a gang leader 
3. Refusing  to work or running away  carried a death penalty. 



1618 Head right system was developed giving each settler 50 aches 
of land and 50 more for each family member or servant. 
 

1662  10 million aches of land granted to Lord Baltimore. 
1663 Founding of Carolina.  Lords would rule over 1000 aches plots  
Maryland Charter  spelling out  the social structure 
Land Gravers, Cazquesa the elates and leetmen at the bottom 



1812 Spain created the Cldiz Constitution. Calling for the end of 
special privileges for the elites and equality before the law. As well 
as, the abolishment all forms of forced labor. 

1821 Mexico declares independence abolishes the Clidiz 
constitution and sets up a monarchy.  Resulting in 50 years chaos . 
Between 1824 and 1867 there were 52 presidents of Mexico.  
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Where do you want your children to live? 
Nagoles  

Arizona or Sonora 



C. Defining outcomes that sustain economic, social, and environmental 
benefits. 

G. Implementing good practices in transparency, reporting, and audit, to 
deliver effective accountably. 

A. Behaving with integrity, demonstrating commitment to the rule of Law. 
 

B. Ensuring openness and comprehensive stakeholder engagement 
 

E. Developing the entity’s capacity, including the capability of its leadership                            

D. Determining the interventions necessary to optimize the outcomes  

F. Managing risks and performance through robust internal controls and 
strong public financial management  





The first question to ask is why are those  
institutions there in the first place? 
 This question is not answered then policy, law, 
performance measures may be set in place but 
not followed. 
 
Continued failure may persist  if those in  power 
do not address the institutional causes of the 
failure in the first place. 



Wayne La Pierre

http://www.commonwealthclub.org/archive/04/04-03laPierre-speech.html




And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously 
give other people permission to do the same. 
Nelson Mandela 





Where do you want your 
children to live? 

Nagoles  
Arizona or Sonora 



For Reference Material , Suggestions or 
 a nudge in the right direction call; 
 
 
Cell  345.916.2052 
US 321.332.7232 
Email rodwaddell@performancepath.com 
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